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However, when people all over the world were shocked and terrified by this 
unknown scene, only Mark, whose eyes had been as deep as the deep sea, 
unexpectedly had this touch of excitement and excitement emerge. 

Has the time he’s been waiting for finally come? 

“An Qi, wait for me.” 

“This time, brother Mark, I will never let you down again!” 

Mark clenched his palms tightly, and then only heard a whoosh, and his whole 
body shot out like an arrow from the string. 

The speed is as fast as lightning. 

Looking from a distance, Mark’s body has turned into a light and shadow, 
flying straight to Kunlun for nine days. 

But Aaron and Carlo, who noticed Mark’s movements, were angry and sad. 

“Brian Chu, Brian Chu, before the formation was completed, I let you ascend 
Kunlun.” 

“You are extremely rebellious, so you just won’t go.” 

“Now that the great formation has been completed, the gate of heaven has 
been opened, and the doomsday is approaching, what’s the use of going up 
at this time?” 

“You Lizi, why are you so rebellious, why don’t you listen to persuasion?” 

“Go now, it’s too late, too late.” 

“It’s too late.” 



“The big formation has been completed, if you destroy it again, it will be too 
late after all.” 

Carlo’s eyes were full of grief, and Aaron was in tears. 

No one knows how they feel at the moment. 

Looking at the thing that I have guarded all my life, but now it is falling apart, 
the sadness and sorrow in my heart are indescribable. 

However, Ye Qingtian shook his head. 

He knew Mark too well. 

This man will definitely not do meaningless things. 

Therefore, facing Aaron’s words, Ye Qingtian said in a deep voice, “Perhaps, 
Mark didn’t intend to destroy the Longmen formation in the first place.” 

“Then why did he come here? Just to see our jokes?” Aaron asked in 
confusion. 

Ye Qingtian didn’t answer. 

The answer to this question is probably only known by Mark. 

the other side. 

After the Heavenly Gate appeared, the Heavenly Road was reopened. 

Chu Qitian, who stood proudly on the top, had an unconcealable ecstasy and 
fiery look in his crimson pupils. 

“Ha ha ha ha” 

“A thousand years.” 
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“This king has been trapped in this small place for more than a thousand 
years.” 

“I can’t see the sun, I’m in so much pain.” 



“And now, it’s finally time to see the light.” 

“Chu Yunyang, Chu Yunyang, if you can trap me for a thousand years, then 
you won’t be able to trap me forever.” 

“When this king climbs to the top of the heavenly road and obtains the 
supreme land, I will break your seal.” 

“The day this king is reborn will be the day when your hometown on earth will 
be destroyed!” 

“If you don’t kill all the lives in your hometown, it will be hard to get rid of the 
hatred in my heart!” 

At the top of Kunlun, Chu Qitian looked up to the sky and laughed. 

That billowing sound, like thunder, reverberated endlessly, shaking the entire 
Kunlun Mountains, shaking violently. 

“Chu Qitian, it’s too early to be happy now, don’t you think?” 

But at the time when Chu Qitian, one of the world was united, no one could 
stop him. 

Suddenly, under Kunlun, a sneer sounded quietly. 

Chu Qitian suddenly turned his head and looked down. 

Then he saw, under Kunlun, there was a blue light rushing towards him. 

Under the green light, there is the master of the Dragon God Palace, Mark, 
with eyes like torches and eyebrows like knives! 

“It’s you!!” 

“Brian Chu!!” 

Seeing this person again, Chu Qitian’s body trembled and he gritted his teeth 
furiously. 

Because the current Chu Qitian has been controlled by strange demons. 

Therefore, Chu Qitian’s body no longer belonged to him. 



Instead, it was occupied by strange demons. 

However, it was not the first time that the strange demon had dealt with Mark. 

At the beginning, when he possessed Chu Yuan, he almost dominated the 
world of martial arts and slaughtered all those who opposed him. 

But for the sake of the mountain, the effort fell short. 

The strange demon who was just short of the last step fell in the hands of 
Mark. 

If it weren’t for Mark, he would have been able to open the Longmen formation 
a year ago. 

But there is no way, the destruction of Truman made the strange demon 
change his strategy. 

He no longer seeks to rule the world by means of force. 

Instead, he chooses to control the people in the world with gentle means, by 
boiling frogs in warm water. 

As it turned out, he succeeded. 
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Now, almost all warriors in the world have become his slaves. 

However, what Yimo didn’t expect was that this man named Brian Chu 
appeared again when he was about to succeed. 

The scene in front of him made strange monsters sound, Chu Yunyang from 
thousands of years ago. 

Chu Yunyang at that time was undoubtedly like Mark now. 

The same youth, the same fearlessness, the same momentum! 



The only difference is time. 

At that time, it was thousands of years ago. 

Now, it is a thousand years later! 

At that time, the strange demon was fighting alone. 

But now, it has warriors from all over the world as its minions. 

Therefore, this time, the strange demon firmly believed that the result must be 
different! 

“Brian Chu, if there is a way to heaven, you don’t go, but if there is no way to 
hell, you have to go.” 

“Back then, on Yunding Mountain, I failed to kill you.” 

“This time, I will never be so lucky.” 

“Four guardians, listen to my decree!” 

“Shoot with all your strength and kill this scorpion at the foot of Kunlun 
Mountain!” 

“In short, before I finish climbing the heavenly road and push open the 
heavenly gate, I must not let this stick come up and disturb my overall 
situation!” 

Although the strange demon hated Mark a lot. 

However, now is definitely not the time to execute this human being. 

The most important thing is to open the gate of heaven as soon as possible. 

This door, it has been waiting for a thousand years. 

A thousand years ago, he was blocked by Chu Yunyang, and he couldn’t push 
it away. 

A thousand years later, the strange demon vowed that he must push open the 
gate of heaven with his own hands! 



Following the strange demon’s order, Feng Hou and others who were 
kneeling on the ground agreed in unison, “Master, don’t worry!” 

“Wait, I will kill this son under Kunlun!” 

After finishing speaking, the top four masters rushed out immediately. 

One person and one palm fell instantly. 

The attacks of the top four masters can be described as overwhelming. 

The majestic palm energy gathered into a stream, towards the green light 
down the mountain, and slapped it hard. 

Boom! 
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Just heard a bang, 

Like heaven and earth falling apart! 

The deafening sound shattered the boulder between Kunlun. 

The eternal snow, under the sweeping wind, collapsed in an instant. 

The white snow, like thousands of horses galloping, poured down from the top 
of Kunlun. 

The rolling torrent is like a river rushing. 

“avalanche!” 

“It’s an avalanche!” 

“Damn it, save someone!” 

Seeing this scene, Aaron and Carlo cried out in shock. 

You know, under Kunlun, there are many wounded. 



Many of those who were beaten by Mark were left hanging with only one 
breath, and could hardly stand up even standing. Such injuries, if they were 
buried in the snow by an avalanche. 

Basically, he must die! 

Aaron, Carlo, and Ye Qingtian, who were shocked, could no longer care about 
the injuries and severe pain on their bodies. 

Although the three of them were also injured by Chen Jiuzhou, they were not 
so serious that they could not act. 

At the critical moment, the three of them went crazy, rushed to the foot of 
Kunlun Mountain, and threw those titles that had been severely injured by 
Mark into the distance one by one. 

“The King of Fighters, let’s go!” 

“Juvenile Master, let’s go!” 

The first two people God of War recruited were the King of Fighters and the 
Juggernaut. 

One by one, he kicked the King of Fighters and the Juggernaut far away. 

However, the speed of the avalanche is so fast. 

It didn’t take long for them to rush down the mountain. 

Ye Qingtian and the others had no choice but to save a few. 

After bringing out most of the people, the remaining titled grandmasters were 
buried in snowdrifts after all. 

Like the snow that has never melted for thousands of years, it will sleep 
forever under the Kunlun Mountains. 

Mark naturally didn’t care about the scene at the foot of the mountain. 

Mark no longer cared about those people’s life or death. 

His only purpose now is to rush to the top of Kunlun. 



Before the strange demons, push open the gate of heaven! 

“Go away!” 

Mark’s forward figure was blocked. 

Enraged, Mark yelled angrily in front of Fenghoudeng surrounded by four 
people. 

Immediately afterwards, the frantic sword in his hand slashed towards the four 
of Fenghou. 

Stab it! 

There are many shadows of the sword, and the sword energy vertically and 
horizontally forms a river. 

Mark’s power exploded, and his momentum was like a rainbow. 

With a torrent of offensive, he will directly kill the four giants on the God List! 
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“This guy” 

“It’s really crazy!” 

“Choose to resist head-on!!” 

At the foot of Kunlun Mountain, a world-shattering battle has already begun. 

With his own body, Mark slashed furiously with his sword, and launched a 
final violent confrontation with Feng Hou and others. 

Chen Jiuzhou was undoubtedly shocked when he saw this scene. 

Like my teacher, they are the ultimate powerhouses on the list of gods. 

Any one of them is enough to beat Chen Jiuzhou. 



Now that the four of them are surrounded, the most sensible behavior is 
undoubtedly to avoid their edge, look for opportunities to break through. 

However, Chen Jiuzhou never expected that Mark would be so arrogant and 
choose to win the enemy head-on. 

“Brian Chu, Brian Chu, it seems that the previous victory has gone to your 
head.” 

“My teacher, they are all powerful, and their realm is supernatural.” 

“How can those fake titles that were pushed up by external forces be 
compared?” 

“You can blow them up, but it doesn’t mean that you will be the opponent of 
the giants on the list of gods.” 

“I’ll just watch right here.” 

“Look at how you, Shuzi, died under my master’s sword!” 

On Kunlun Mountain, Chen Jiuzhou was covering his wound, but he laughed 
grimly. 

The gaze that looked at Mark was like looking at a corpse. 

At the foot of Kunlun Mountain, God of War and others also hid in the distance 
after escaping from the range of the avalanche, looking at the top of Kunlun 
Mountain from a distance. 

Soon, they saw Mark’s thin figure, like a long spear, piercing the sky and 
rushing into the attack range of the four strong men. 

That solitary figure, like a solitary boat, rushed into the Milky Way. 

It seems that at any time, it will be overturned and smashed by the monstrous 
waves. 

“It seems that the battle between Mark and those demons has already begun.” 

“I just don’t know if Mark can succeed this time.” 

Ye Qingtian suddenly became nervous. 



Although it was too late now, if the demons like Fenghou could be killed, it 
would be regarded as revenge for those compatriots who were killed by them. 

However, I think so, but Mark can do it alone? 

Fenghou and the others are the supreme powerhouses on the list of gods. 

The strength of any one of them is not weaker than that of Chu Yuan back 
then. 

Now that the four of them are working together, the world is so big, can 
anyone really be able to fight against it? 
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Aaron and Carlo were also silent, and their old eyes looked ahead, also 
worried. 

“Odin’s bastards!” 

“We respected them as leaders and regarded them as beliefs, but they turned 
out to be just a dog of that devil!” 

“I really can’t wait for Mark to tear their corpses into pieces!” 

Aaron gritted his teeth with hatred. 

Originally, after the fall of the Truman Clan, the world of martial arts was 
peaceful and serene. 

Aaron was even thinking about how to spend his old age comfortably. 

However, who would have thought that the appearance of Odin and the others 
would completely change the direction of the entire world. 

“They are the ones who ruined the world of martial arts, and they are the ones 
who ruined the earth.” Aaron sighed and let out a long cry of grief. 

Carlo also hated those four giants. 

However, what can I hate again? 

The three of them didn’t even make it into the top ten of the list. 



So what, to deal with the four powerhouses on the list of gods? 

It seems that there is only one boundary between the title and the divine 
realm, but it is the difference between heaven and man, the difference 
between cloud and mud. 

Fenghou and Odin have always been the natural chasm in Ye Qingtian’s 
heart, which is always difficult to cross! 

Now, Mark singled out the four giants, not only Ye Qingtian, but even Carlo 
and Aaron were worried about Mark from the bottom of their hearts. 

At this time, the battle on Kunlun Mountain had already begun. 

Dao Dao Jian Guang slashed angrily between Tianhe. 

It collided fiercely with Fenghou’s attack. 

Amidst the violent explosion, Mark’s figure stepped back several steps. 

After the wind, the four of them stepped on the ground and retreated dozens 
of meters. 

With each step, there are towering ravines on the ground. 

Hard gravel, bursting into the sky. 

“What?” 

“How is this possible?” 

Just seeing this scene, Chen Jiuzhou was shocked instantly. 

The expressions of the few people behind the wind also changed drastically, 
and they couldn’t believe it. 

“This guy, his strength has grown so much?” 

After Feng Hou, Odin and the others stabilized their figures, their expressions 
were undoubtedly extremely ugly. 

Although, in the attack just now, they didn’t do their best. 
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However, it definitely used 80% of its strength. 

But even so, Mark managed to tie with them all by himself. 

Naturally, Feng Hou couldn’t imagine, what exactly did Brian Chu do in this 
year? 

The great improvement in strength is simply staggering. 

“Teacher, don’t hold back.” 

“This kid is extremely weird, you can’t kill him unless you use all your 
strength.” 

“Only by going all out can we kill it under this Kunlun!” 

Chen Jiuzhou shouted loudly, and his anxious words resounded throughout 
Kunlun Mountain. 

It seemed that Chen Jiuzhou was really worried that Mark would take 
advantage of his teacher’s careless underestimation of the enemy and break 
through the defense. 

“shut up!” 

“Still using your nonsense?” 

Feng Hou was already in a bad mood, and sternly yelled at Chen Jiuzhou with 
a cold face. 

Afterwards, Feng Hou’s eyes were gloomy, and he stared closely at the young 
man standing in front of him holding a sword. 

“Odin, Ymir, Asura, it seems that we can’t keep our hands anymore.” 

“Otherwise, I’m afraid I really can’t stop this Brian Chu.” 



“If he breaks through the defense, it will delay the master’s great cause.” 

“We are afraid that ten lives are not enough for the master.” Feng Hou said in 
a deep voice. 

Odin and the others also frowned. 

“Yes.” 

“It seems that we all have to use our housekeeping skills.” 

“Fight, this Brian Chu will be killed with one blow.” 

“Using the momentum of thunder, Brian Chu was crushed to ashes.” 

Odin’s expression also completely cooled down. 

The brief confrontation just now made these powerful men who stand proudly 
in the world finally restrain their arrogance and contempt. 

At this moment, the expressions of the four of them were all serious and 
unusual, as if they were facing a formidable enemy. “In that case, don’t waste 
your time.” 

“Go all out!” 

Asura, the God of Death, licked the corners of his lips, his bloodthirsty eyes 
were full of fire. 

The cold laughter fell, and Ashura took the lead. 

I saw that his ugly face was instantly majestic. 

A black shadow envelops the whole body. 

The bloodthirsty sickle in his hand swelled against the wind. 

All the energy burst out in an instant. 

The strength of the whole body is fully blooming. 

The whole body is like a strong bow full of strength. 



After a short period of charging, it will be released suddenly! 

At the same time, accompanied by Asura’s loud shout, it resounded through 
Kunlun. “Ten thousand ghosts and souls!” 

Stab it! 

The blood sickle was cut off. 

Almost all of that space was suddenly torn apart by the sharp sickle. 

He practiced vigorously, like an arrow off the string, and shot at Mark. 

Moreover, when he was under the sickle’s command, he could vaguely see 
countless lights and shadows flickering. 

It seems, the devil on the road to Huangquan. 

Also like the ghost of the immortal. 

They roared, they moaned, like thousands of fools, they grabbed Mark’s 
throat. 

“Giant Spirit Seal!” 

Following Asura’s move, it was like falling dominoes. 

The giant Ymir also displayed the strongest power in an instant. 

I saw him stepping on the ground and soaring into the sky. 

With a figure like a hill, in the blink of an eye, he reached the sky above 
Mark’s head. 

He opened his hands, like an eagle hitting the sky. 

Then, all the strength of the whole body gathered on the soles of the feet. 

Ye Qingtian and others in the distance saw that Ymir’s huge sole looked like a 
mountain falling from the depths of the sky. 

With one kick, the galaxy was crushed and the void was broken! 



With an invincible posture, he stepped towards Mark fiercely! 
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After the giant Ymir and the god of death Asura shot, Odin followed suit and 
the two followed closely. 

After the wind, he raised his long sword, and the seven-foot green peak 
danced in the air with afterimages. 

All of a sudden, the entire Kunlun Mountains was raging, 

The vertical and horizontal sword energy, like a world-ending storm, blows up 
in the sky and the earth here. 

After the wind, under the feet, the gravel collapsed, and the ice and snow for 
thousands of years fell into mud. 

After gaining momentum for a long time, there was a cold drink accompanied 
by the wind. 

“Extreme wind, kill!” 

Huh~ 

At the moment when the sound of shouting fell after the wind, the vertical and 
horizontal sword energy swept down like a river of swords and a sea of 
swords. 

In an instant, Mark was surrounded! 

At the same time, Odin’s Judgment Spear has also been sacrificed. 

The golden light shines on the top of Kunlun. 

Looking at it from a distance, it looks like a giant dragon, soaring through the 
sky, breaking through the sky! 

At the moment when Odin’s spear pierced, Ye Qingtian and others felt that the 
sky and the land were no longer in their sight, only Odin’s sharp gun roared, 
and the gun remained. Mang Ruhong! 

“Is this the legendary Odin’s eternal spear?” 



“It is said that when the gun is thrown, it will emit a bright light that pierces the 
sky, like a meteor or lightning.” 

“The person locked by the gun of eternity will never stop until his body is 
pierced!” 

Lord Carlo’s eyes were full of horror, staring at the golden spear piercing the 
sky. 

He lost his voice and sighed, while being shocked in his heart, he was also 
worried about Mark. 

Each of the four powerhouses is the supreme leader of a country. 

To be able to handle one is already a great achievement. 

Now, the top four masters joined forces to besiege and kill them, rationally 
telling Carlo that no one could survive this level of attack. 

“Lao Ye, you say that Brian Chu, can you block it this time?” 

Aaron turned his head and asked Ye Qingtian who was beside him in panic. 

Ye Qingtian was silent. 

Perhaps, before counting breaths, he still had obsessive trust in Mark. 

But now, after truly witnessing the power of the four giants on the God List, it 
is Ye Qingtian, and the only confidence in Mark in his heart is gone. 

The power of the strong on the list of gods has become so strong that it is by 
no means something human can compete with. 

This time, Mark had to take it easy after all. 

As the saying goes, some people are happy and some are sad 
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When Ye Qingtian and the others were thinking heavily, Chen Jiuzhou on 
Kunlun Mountain laughed wantonly. 

“Hahaha” 

“Brian Chu, you idiot.” 

“My teacher, they are the strongest in the list of gods, with power comparable 
to that of gods.” 

“Could it be that you, a little mortal, can compete?” 

“Now, you should know how stupid it is to come to Kunlun.” 

“How ignorant is it to be an enemy of my master and my teacher?” 

“Hahaha” 

Chen Jiuzhou’s triumphant laughter echoed everywhere. 

Although, Mark is not dead yet. 

However, in Chen Jiuzhou’s serious situation, this son is already a dead body. 

Because, he absolutely did not believe that someone would survive the attack 
of the Four Great Gods. 

The thought that Mark would be wiped out under the hands of his teacher and 
the others. 

Chen Jiuzhou just felt extremely happy in his heart! 

The long-suppressed hatred in my heart will be vented out with the next blow. 

When Chen Jiuzhou laughed triumphantly, Ye Qingtian and the others 
couldn’t sit still after all. 

Ye Qingtian suddenly straightened his body, sank his qi into his dantian, 
stimulated his true qi, and yelled loudly at Mark on Kunlun Mountain, “Mark, 
the enemy is powerful and invincible!” 

“Take the time to avoid the edge and wait for the opportunity to make a 
move.” 



“Let’s go!” 

Ye Qingtian shouted anxiously. 

In his opinion, Mark’s strength may not be able to stop the attacks of the four 
giants of the God List. 

However, it should be enough to escape from them. 

“Walk?” 

“Are you able to leave?” 

“I haven’t been able to escape the life that the god of death wants to take 
away.” 

Asura sneered, his hoarse voice was like a boulder being crushed, extremely 
ear-piercing. 

Then, I saw him wave his long sleeves. 

Boundless energy unexpectedly gathered into black chains. 

These chains, as if protruding from hell, immediately locked Mark’s hands and 
feet! 

“It’s over!” 
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“Damn it!” 

“These devils are playing dirty tricks!” 

Seeing that Mark’s body was locked, Aaron, Carlo and others were 
undoubtedly shocked. 

I thought to myself that Mark might be completely screwed this time. 

Not only can’t escape, but now he is locked in chains, and his movements are 
restricted. 

In this case, Mark’s combat effectiveness will undoubtedly be greatly reduced. 



Seeing, the situation is getting more and more serious. 

Ye Qingtian and the others watched this scene, their hearts couldn’t help but 
clenched. 

However, it is different from Ye Qingtian’s worries. 

Mark, who was on the cusp of the storm in the depths, was surprisingly calm. 

There was neither happiness nor sadness on that delicate face. 

Just like Wang Gujing, no matter how heavy the storm was, it didn’t cause the 
slightest disturbance in his heart. 

He just stood there, holding the long sword, looking at the howling sword 
energy, looking at the soul-stirring sickle, looking at the eternal spear that 
locked fate. 

Once again, facing desperation? 

Once again, alone, facing thousands of wind and rain. 

Chen Jiuzhou laughed that he must die, Carlo and the others felt that Mark 
would not survive, and Ye Qingtian wanted Mark to escape even more. 

But will he escape? 

of course not! 

How could he, the majestic Dragon God Palace Master, flee before the battle? 

In Mark’s dictionary, there is never the word fear. 

What are the shackles? 

Just break free! 

What are thorns? 

Just crush it! 

What is the enemy? 



Killing is! 

As those attacks got closer, Mark’s power became more and more 
condensed. 

The whole person is like a raging fire, burning more and more vigorously on 
the top of Kunlun. 

In the end, the momentum is like a rainbow! 

“Brian Chu, you really don’t want to see Huang He.” 

 


